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Abstract
Mathematically helical ramps are usually designed in the shape of a right helicoid which is wellknown among civil engineers and designers, while mechanical engineers also know evolvent and
convolute helicoids and use them for screws. From mathematical point of view helicoids according to
their geometry may be separated into five types: right closed; oblique closed; right open; oblique open;
developable. Some researchers with engineering background show other classifications [1], [2], [3]
which in some cases are more reasonable for practice and express the engineering logic. In this paper
there is an attempt to unite and structure all the knowledge about the ruled helicoids to show their
differences and similarities in order to clarify which type is rational to be used for the particular
engineering tasks. The paper mostly focuses on the civil engineering and architectural helical
structures such as ramps and helical parts of buildings.
It is clearly shown that designers generally do not pay proper attention to the way the surface for a
ramp can be formed from mathematical point. However, as it is shown in the paper, different types of
helicoids (and ramps as final structures) show different stress-strain and buckling behavior. The review
of existing classifications, methods of calculation and differences in geometry of all five types of ruled
helicoids are presented. The clear classification which can be used by both mathematicians and
engineers is shown, along with the most appropriate methods for calculation. The stress-strain analysis
of all types of ruled helicoids are carried out by analytical (where it is possible) and numerical
methods, and geometry and stress-strain behavior comparison of several types of helicoids is done in
order to find forms which are the most rational for application to ramps and screw elements of
buildings.
Thus, the purpose of this paper is to clarify the classification of helicoids and to introduce several
types of helicoids to engineers in terms of geometry, stress-strain behavior and exploitation parameters
for the practical tasks.
Moreover some ideas of unite analytical approach to calculate the most general type are also
suggested. In the case of successful research this approach will let optimize the helical structures in
different fields of application (not only for ramps but also for different types of screws). Moreover, the
suggested research can be considered as a particular case of form finding used for a form-fixed
problem along with specific practical restraints. However this point will be mentioned in the results
and discussion section.
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